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FIG. 1: Notation for the twenty vertices of the dodecahedron:





FIG. 2: The cube CEFG is one of the ve inscribed (sharing





jC =  1ihC =  1j: (2)
and analogously E
E+
, etc. C, E, F , and G are the direc-
tions obtained by joining the center of a cube with its four
nonantipodal vertices. P
:jC= 1i
is the projection on the
qubit states orthogonal to jC =  1i (which, for example,
could be the spin state along direction C with eigenvalue
 1 of a spin-1/2 particle). As can be easily checked, the
sum of these eight positive-semidenite operators is the
identity.
Now let us consider the ten directions obtained by join-
ing the center of a dodecahedron with its ten nonantipo-
dal vertices, labelled A, B, . . . , J as in Fig. 1. There
are only ve cubes inscribed (sharing vertices) in a do-
decahedron (Fig. 2). All of them share the same center,
and any two cubes share two antipodal vertices. Each
cube allows us to dene an eight-element POVM similar




























































































Each equation contains eight positive-semidenite oper-
ators whose sum is the identity. Therefore, a noncontex-
tual hidden-variable theory must assign the answer \yes"
to one and only one of these eight operators. However,
such an assignment is impossible, since each operator ap-
pears twice in (3){(7), so that the total number of \yes"
answers must be an even number, while the number of
POVMs, and thus the number of possible \yes" answers,
is ve.
Geometrically, this proof expresses the impossibility of
coloring black (for \yes") or white (for \no") the ver-
tices of a dodecahedron in such a way that each of the
ve inscribed cubes has one and only one vertex colored
black.
To my knowledge, this is the rst proof of the KS the-
orem for a single qubit. Moreover, this proof joins the
three most wanted features in a proof of the KS theorem:
(a) It is based on a simple algebraic argument (parity,
like the proofs in [8, 22]), so checking the impossibility
of coloring requires neither a computer program nor an
intricate geometrical argument. (b) It needs few opera-
tors (ve POVMs containing only twenty dierent projec-
tors). (c) It admits an elegant geometrical interpretation.
Curiously indeed, this interpretation is in terms of the do-
decahedron, whose geometrical properties were also used
in Penrose's proofs of the KS theorem [23, 24, 25].
I never met Rob Clifton personally, but for years we
maintained some e-mail correspondence. Most of it was
devoted to the Kochen-Specker theorem. Once he con-
fessed to me: \Kochen-Specker problems can be addictive
and I AM an addict!" [26]. I would like to dedicate this
paper to his memory. I thank J. Bub, C. A. Fuchs, and A.
Peres for comments, and the Spanish Ministerio de Cien-
cia y Tecnologa grants BFM2001-3943 and BFM2002-
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